EXETER POOL LEAGUE
WEDNESDAY FIXTURES LIST 2019-2020
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DIVISION 1

Devon Yeoman
Exeter Snooker Club A
Allstars A
Horse & Groom
Allstars Z
Village Inn A
Kings Z
Heavitree Social Club A
Village Inn B
Half Moon A
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DIVISION 2

Half Moon B
Stowey Arms
Clifton Inn
Heavitree Social Club B
Wonford Inn
Heart of Oak A
Exeter Snooker Club B
Lucombe Oak
Heart of Oak B
Seven Stars

All matches to be played as 2 singles games followed by 2 doubles games followed by a
further 3 singles games - all best of 3 frames. All matches to start 7.45pm prompt.
Separate results must be submitted by BOTH the winning and losing teams. This must be
done as a clear picture of the result form sent by e-mail to results@exeterpool.com by
midnight on the Friday after the game.
Failure to do so will result in a one game penalty, applied to the season “games won” total.
This will not affect the result on the night. Teams will be warned on the first occasion and
penalties applied from then onwards.
If, after midnight on the Friday after the game, the winning result has not been submitted
electronically, then the losing team will be awarded that result as their win (by the same
scoreline) IF they have correctly submitted their result.
If, after midnight on the Friday after the game, neither result has been correctly submitted,
then BOTH teams will be subjected to the "unfulfilled fixtures" rule being applied.
Postponements are not allowed unless under exceptional circumstances. Any intended
failure to fulfil a fixture is to be notified to the opposing captain as well as the Fixture
Secretary as soon as possible and no later than two hours before a match. Failure to notify
could result in sanctions. (see League Rule 12)

Any queries email fixtures.sec@exeterpool.com
or info@exeterpool.com
or text Exeter Pool League on 07837 049991
Visit www.exeterpool.com for up to date results and tables

